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Abstract
Purpose – The aim of this article is to give an overview of the development and current state of projectification research. The inquiry was driven by a threefold research question: How has projectification been understood and defined over time, what has the trajectory of the development been and what are the main trends and emerging ideas?

Design/methodology/approach – The article is an integrative literature review of research done on the notion of projectification to date. An interdisciplinary, integrative literature review was conducted using Scopus and Web of Science as primary sources of data collection. The full data set consists of 123 journal articles, books, book chapters and conference contributions. With the data set complete, a thematic analysis was conducted.

Findings – Among other things, the review outlines the development and scope of projectification research from 1995 until 2021 and discusses four emerging images of projectification: projectification as a managerial approach, projectification as a societal trend, projectification as a human state and projectification as a philosophical issue. These characteristics emphasize some common features of each of the images but also imply that the way projectification is understood changes depending on the paradigmatic perspective taken by the researcher, the time and place in which the observation was made and the level of observation.

Originality/value – The authors have outlined and discussed four images of projectification – projectification as a managerial approach, projectification as a societal trend, projectification as a human state and projectification as a philosophical issue – where each image represents a special take on projectification with some prevalent characteristics. By doing this, the authors provide a systematic categorization of research to date and thus a basis upon which other researchers can build when furthering the understanding of projectification at large.
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1. Introduction

The notion of projectification – broadly defined as the institutionalization of projects in society – is not new. About 25 years ago, Christophe Midler coined the term by providing a striking analysis of organizational projectification in his work on Renault, [1] published in a special issue of Scandinavian Journal of Management (Midler, 1995). In the article, Midler (1995) discussed contemporary industrial challenges of innovation-based competition and how the automotive industry and Renault responded to these challenges through an increase in project-based mode of operations. Throughout the years, the interest, level of analysis and
scope of research on projectification have increased, where studies today go beyond the projectification of industrial organisations and the Project management discipline where the interest originally started (Packendorff and Lindgren, 2014; Jensen et al., 2016). With this growing interest, scholars have acknowledged the drivers and consequences of projectification on other levels and areas of society. This has, for example, spurred more critical inquiries addressing the broader impact of projectification on individuals, nonprofit organizations and society at large (cf. Boltanski and Chiapello, 2005; Hodgson and Cicmil, 2007; Lundin et al., 2015). A consequence of the increased interest and impact is also that the concept has been interpreted, reinterpreted and defined in different ways in the different scholarly fields it has been adopted by. Following this development, it has been argued that the notion of projectification deserves more attention. For example, Packendorff and Lindgren (2014, p. 7) argued that projectification “should be seen not only as a management fad and a structural trajectory in corporate restructuring, but also as a multifaceted phenomenon to be studied in its own right.” To date, despite some recent conceptual contributions (see e.g. Maylor and Turkulainen, 2019), there are also no structured initiatives to bring together research on projectification from different scholarly fields. In the Guest Editorial of a recently published special section on projectification in International Journal of Managing Projects in Business, Schoper and Ingason (2019, p. 520) also call out for “more holistic” views on projectification. The present article builds on these observations, and in order to answer the recent calls, our aim is to give an overview of the development and current state of projectification research. By doing this, we provide a systematic categorization of research to date and thus a basis upon which other researchers can build when furthering the understanding of projectification at large. In order to reach this aim, an interdisciplinary, integrative literature review was conducted using Scopus and Web of Science (WoS) as primary sources of data collection. The full data set consists of 123 journal articles, books, book chapters and conference contributions (searches done up until 2021-06-17). The inquiry was driven by a threefold research question: How has projectification been understood and defined over time, what has the trajectory of the development been and what are the main trends and emerging ideas? Based on a systematic categorization and thematic analysis, we outline the development over time and present four emerging images of projectification: projectification as a managerial approach, projectification as a societal trend, projectification as a human state and projectification as a philosophical issue. These images reflect the development of research over time and are to be seen as parts, or perspectives, of the interdisciplinary understanding where projectification is today not to be understood as just one of these images, but all of them.

2. Method
Based on the increased interest, combined with the lack of previous comprehensive reviews of research on projectification, we decided to undertake an integrative literature review that provides the opportunity to “synthesize representative literature on a topic in an integrated way such that new frameworks and perspectives on the topic are generated” (Torraco, 2005, p. 356). The overall process follows the recommendations by Torraco (2005) and can be divided into three parts: (1) searching and retrieving data; (2) screening and structuring the material; and (3) coding, categorizing and analyzing the material, where conceptualization and presentation of results are included as the final part.

2.1 Searching and retrieving data
The data retrieval started by identifying appropriate selection criteria in terms of relevant inclusion and exclusion criteria. Based on the authors’ familiarity with projectification research, and through presentations and feedback at workshops and two international
conferences, the authors opted to use *projectification* as the search term in titles, abstracts or as a keyword (searches done in both Scopus and WoS). This was combined with searches for items that had cited the seminal article by Midler, from 1995 to the present day (searches done in Scopus). The reason for not searching for citations of Midler (1995) in WoS was that the *Scandinavian Journal of Management* (i.e. the journal where this seminal article was published) was not indexed in WoS at that time and thus not included. In parallel with identification of inclusion criteria, appropriate exclusion criteria were also developed; see Table 1 for a complete list.

When the search term was tested, full text searches were considered an option. However, tentative searches produced more than 4,000 hits, which was deemed unmanageable with the given integrative approach (Torraco, 2005), which involves reading and coding all identified items. Instead, we opted to allow for a snowball sample to be added to the primary data set. The rationale was to allow for the inclusion of items not indexed in WoS and Scopus, as well as items discussing the notion of projectification, but with a slightly different vocabulary, such as *projectization* and *project intensification*. Similar to projectification, these concepts aim at capturing the *process of becoming projectified* or *increasing the use of projects* in various ways, which is at the core of conceptualization.

Final searches in Scopus and WoS, were performed on the 17th of June 2021. A total of 613 items were identified in this process, \( N = 96 \) in Scopus, \( N = 87 \) in WoS and \( N = 298 \) in Scopus (Midler citation). In addition, \( N = 132 \) items were suggested through recommendations by scholars at international conferences and/or identified through searches in Google Scholar (i.e. through snowball sampling), giving a total of 613 items to include in the full data set. Out of the 132 items identified through the snowball sampling, 29 items were not accessible via any of the databases, open sources or other means available by the two authors. For example, some items suggested by scholars had been accepted for publication but were not available online, while other articles had been published in printed conference proceedings but not digitized. In order to be able to thoroughly assess these items, we decided to email the authors of the 29 items and ask for their assistance. All but two authors responded and were willing to assist. Items identified through this process were subjected to the same scrutiny and exclusion criteria in the screening process as all other identified items.

### 2.2 Screening and structuring the material

The screening process was conducted at two levels. The first level was based on title and abstract, and the second level was based on full texts. Before the authors started to assess the items, duplicates were identified and removed from the sample (\( N = 194 \)), giving a total of 419 unique, and potentially relevant, items to assess. When applying the exclusion criteria to...
abstracts, each item was first assessed individually by the two researchers and categorized into “included,” “excluded” or “uncertain.” If an item was categorized as uncertain, it was further assessed based on full text. After the individual assessments, the results were compared and discussed, resulting in 282 items to be removed and 137 unique items to be downloaded as full text. Five of the identified items were however subject to “forced exclusion,” meaning that they were not available in any form. After downloading all items, full texts were read and nine additional items were removed due to them being assessed as “non-topic.” All in all, giving a total of 123 items to be included in the review. For an overview of the screening process, see Figure 1.

2.2.1 Limitations related to the selection process. Based on the choices made in the selection process, the final data set is subject to limitations related to, for example, peer-review assessment, language and subject boundary, which requires some reflections. First, regarding the type of items included, it is common to limit searches to only include peer-reviewed articles published in “renowned” journals, considered “certified knowledge” (Fernandez-Alles and Ramos-Rodríguez, 2009). As mentioned, when describing the sample selection, the sample includes a broader scope than mere publications in Scopus and WoS. The main rationale was to allow for the inclusion of items not indexed in WoS and Scopus, such as books, book chapters or PhD thesis. Consequently, a smaller number of the included items may not have been subjected to the same critical review and scrutiny as regular peer-reviewed articles, but were instead critically assessed by the authors of this article. Out of the 124 items included in the full sample, 23 items are book chapters, 13 items are published in peer-reviewed conference proceedings and 4 items are books. We believe that broadening the scope allows us to engage in new or innovative ideas and approaches to projectification research, as well as more extensive engagement with the concept, which are frequently developed in a non-journal format. We made the assessment that the pros of a broadened sampling outweigh the cons.

Figure 1.
Flowchart of screening process
Second, we limited the review to only include items written in English. While this follows common practice, when conducting the searches, we came across a few contributions written in the two authors’ native languages that could have been relevant to include in the review. Still, in order to avoid language bias, uphold coherence in sampling and given, for example, that the authors were not skilled enough in French to include Midler (1993), it was concluded that the most appropriate decision was to exclude all non-English items.

Finally, regarding subject boundaries, with the review being focused on the concept of projectification, we had peer suggestions to include related concepts in the review such as temporary organisation(s), project-based organisation(s), programs and project portfolio. While we acknowledge the importance and relative closeness of these concepts as outcomes of a projectification process, the rationale for focusing solely on the notion of projectification relates to the fact that several previous reviews of the other abovementioned concepts already exist (see, e.g. Bakker, 2010; Burke and Morley, 2016; Miterev et al., 2017), as well as more conceptual articles attempting to clarify the boundaries of the various phenomena (see, e.g. Lundin and Söderholm, 1995; Packendorff, 1995; Modig, 2007; Jacobsson et al., 2015). From this review, however, it is clear that some scholars are key contributors to several of these concepts/areas. It should also be noted that despite the broadened sampling, there might still exist (nonidentified) research discussing similar ideas as projectification, but with a different vocabulary. However, through the iterative process of presenting and discussing earlier versions of the paper, as well as opening up for a snowball sampling with peer suggestions, we believe we have taken the necessary caution to minimize this risk. The review consequently covers contributions where authors consciously have used the concept of projectification in their research.

2.3 Coding, categorizing and analyzing the material

With the data set complete (consisting of 123 items), a thematic analysis and systematic categorization were conducted. Such a method enables a combination of flexibility and rigor (Braun and Clarke, 2006). Rigor is given by the structured stepwise procedure that provides a pathway from familiarizing with data to producing the final report (see Table 2). Flexibility is granted by the possibility to go beyond the explicit (or semantic) surface meanings and interpret the material on a latent level (Boyatzis, 1998; Braun and Clarke, 2006). A semantic coding implies coding for what is explicitly stated in the text, while a latent coding implies an attempt to go beyond the explicit and interpret underlying (nonexplicit) intentions or assumptions (Braun and Clarke, 2006). In the case of this review, semantic and latent codings were both required. Coding for explicit (semantic) surface meaning was important in order to outline, for example, the research context and how projectification had been defined in various studies, while the latent coding enables us to analyze and understand the various authors’ interpretations and views of projectification, which was rarely explicitly mentioned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Phases</th>
<th>Description of process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Familiarizing with data</td>
<td>Retrieving data, screening and structuring items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Generating initial codes</td>
<td>Reading material, creating the codebook and coding the items using NVivo Pro software. Systematically categorizing the items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Searching for themes</td>
<td>Continuous work concurrent with the coding process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Reviewing themes</td>
<td>Based on joint discussions when assessing the content of all codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Defining and naming aggregate themes</td>
<td>When an agreement was reached regarding content, naming was descriptive and based on the aggregated content (that is, the four images)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Producing the report</td>
<td>Collaborative effort to present and discuss the results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source(s): Adapted from Braun and Clarke (2006)
in the text. The analytical process can be described in six interrelated phases, as summarized in Table 2.

The first phase – familiarizing with data – overlapped with the process of searching, retrieving, screening and structuring the data set because of the need to read all abstracts and assess the content in order to apply the selection criteria (see Figure 1). The second phase – generating initial codes – consisted of reading all full texts and coding the approximately 4,000 pages of material using NVivo Pro. This phase was undertaken jointly by the two researchers, working in parallel, with recurring reconciliation meetings. The researchers made preliminary notes while reading the material and creating codes, covering both a semantic and a latent level. The authors followed established principles; for example, keeping codes as precise and simple as possible. As the third phase – searching for themes – the coding was thoroughly discussed, resulting in a joint codebook, which was used in the final coding of all material. The codebook included 39 types of codes, aggregated into ten themes. Examples of themes are: areas of projectification, consequences of projectification, definitions used, levels of projectification, development of projectification, theoretical influences and emerging ideas. Apart from developing codes and themes, all items were also systematically categorized. The systematic categorization included information such as: date of publication, affiliation of authors on the date of publication, item type (journal article, book, book chapter, conference publication) and methodology used (quantitative, qualitative, mixed, N/A). Coding and systematic categorization were done in parallel and enabled the authors, as the fourth phase, to review themes and finally compare and contrast how the ten identified themes evolved over time and in relation to the various categories. For example, it enabled the authors to track how theoretical influences had altered, how levels of analysis had developed and how projectification had changed. This fourth phase consequently allowed for the identification of the trajectory of projectification research over time. Three different stages of projectification research and four different perspectives (later called images of projectification research) were identified in this process. These were reviewed and named in the fifth phase. The images were named projectification as a managerial approach, projectification as a societal trend, projectification as a human state and projectification as a philosophical issue and represents, among others, different ways in how projectification has been defined, different perceptions of the consequences of projectification, as well as different levels of analysis (for a summary, see Table 3). Finally, as phase 6, the production of the report was a collaborative effort where it was decided to present the results in three parts following the identified results. Table 2 summarizes the phases of the analytical process.

3. Twenty-five years of projectification research
The results will, as mentioned above, be presented in three consecutive parts, moving from descriptive observations toward more analytical observations. First, we will provide an overview of the data set and provide some general observations regarding the various types of research done and approaches taken; we then outline the three stages and present the four identified images of projectification and finally discuss the significance and implication of these.

3.1 An overview of the data and the development
From the review it can be observed that there is a clear trend toward an increased scholarly interest in the concept of projectification. Although the aim of the study was not to discuss growth in any statistical terms, it is interesting to note that the research has increased from only occasional publications between 1995 and 2009, where the concept was discussed, to almost 100 between 2013 and 2021 (see Figure 2).
Looking at Figure 2, it should be noted that the data is divided into three-year periods and that publications in 2021 do not cover the complete year. Although the last interval does not include three full years, there seems to be a continued growth of interest. Even if the concept of projectification was first coined in 1995, it is argued the underlying phenomenon dates back longer (Maylor et al., 2006). Peter (1992) might have been the earliest concretization when he talked about how future organizations would be “projectized,” as all work would be done in project teams. Thus, the observed trend represents scholarly interest and not projectification as a phenomenon, although it is close at hand to assume that there is some sort of a correlation between change in practices in organizations and society and an increase in scholarly interest.

In terms of the different types of publications, journal articles are the most common type in the data set ($N = 84$), followed by book chapters ($N = 16$) and conference papers ($N = 13$). Academic theses and books account for ten items in total. Somewhat surprisingly, projectification research has been published in as many as 52 different journals. The most common publication outlets have been International Journal of Managing Projects in Business ($N = 13$) and International Journal of Project Management ($N = 9$). In terms of the author’s country of affiliation when publications appeared, there is a clear overrepresentation of the Nordic countries (Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland). More than one-third of the included publications (45 out of 123) had solely Nordic authors, and 51 had only European authors (Nordic authors excluded). Nineteen publications were written in cross-country collaborations (where Nordic authors often are contributors), and only eight were written entirely by authors from outside Europe. The high representation of Nordic authors probably relates to the surge of the Scandinavian school of project management (Sahlin-Andersson and Söderholm, 2002; Kozarkiewicz et al., 2008; Jacobsson et al., 2016) and its subsequent impact on research interests and adoption of the projectification concept.

With regard to disciplines, there is, unsurprisingly, a high representation of contributions from the traditional Management and Project management disciplines. In total, more than one-third of the publications can be related to these two disciplines (and their related journals). Other clearly represented disciplines are Public policy, Political Science and Public management, as well as publications in disciplines such as Arts and Philosophy. In order to avoid a highly academic discussion concerning the demarcation between different disciplines and/or research areas, it can simply be concluded that the scope and variety of disciplines/areas have grown over the years. An interesting observation is that if we limit the scope and only look at the period 2016–2021, there are more publications outside of the Management and Project management disciplines than within them.

In terms of research methodology, there is – as common with most novel research areas – a vast majority of both conceptual articles and case-based studies using various qualitative means of inquiry. To provide some examples of the variety, Baur et al. (2018) used interviews in their study of projectification of science; Fred and Hall (2017) had an ethnographically inspired case study approach in studying projectification in local governments; Bergman
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et al. (2013) combined narratives with retrospective company data to study change in a project-oriented organisation; Vermeulen (2015) combined document analysis and interviews; and Bredin and Söderlund (2006) based their study into projectification in R&D-based companies on in-depth, semistructured interviews.

However, there are a couple of exceptions where projectification has been approached by quantitative means. The most notable examples are the attempts by Wald et al. (2015) and Müller et al. (2017) to develop a measurement for projectification. Müller et al. (2017) proposed that projectification on an organizational level should be measured along the dimensions of (a) the importance of PM in the organisation, (b) the existence of a PM career system, (c) project use as business principle in relations with customers, (d) the percentage of business based on projects and (e) a project mindset among the employees. Those authors argue that a higher level of these measures indicates higher levels of projectification. Wald et al. (2015), and later, Schopper et al. (2018) also try to quantify projectification on a national level. The latter constitutes a comparative study of Germany, Norway and Iceland, where projectification is quantified as the share of project work on total work. The article concludes that Germany is the most projectified of those three countries and that the “current degree of projectification in Western economies seems to be in a 30% range” (Schoper et al., 2018, p. 80). Recently, Ingason et al. (2019) elaborate on these measurement attempts by conducting a comparative study of two different ways to measure projectification.

In contrast to research methodology, there is no clear trend when it comes to theoretical influences. Approximately half of the studies are rather “non-theoretical” in that they do not explicitly discuss theory or do not really engage in theory beyond the notion of projectification. However, there are a number of exceptions. Examples include studies that utilize the thinking of Foucault in their efforts (see, e.g. Jensen et al., 2016), studies that combine the ideas of Weick’s loosely coupled system and institutional theory (see, e.g. Bergman et al., 2013) and studies that draw various conceptualizations of time to understand the consequences of projectification (see, e.g. Ylijoki, 2016; Dollinger, 2020). The most cohesive “exception” is the stream of critical theory studies on projectification (see, e.g. Cicmil et al., 2016; Lindgren and Packendorff, 2003, 2006; Waring and Thomas, 2010; Berglund et al., 2020).

3.2 Four images of projectification research

Beyond the more descriptive observations, four images of projectification research were identified through the review. These images have been conceptualized as: projectification as a managerial approach, projectification as a societal trend, projectification as a human state and projectification as a philosophical issue. Briefly, each image can be said to represent a special view (or perception) of what projectification is. The four identified images have emerged over time as a result of the broadened disciplinary interest and follow the identified trend of a growing number of publications, as well as the increase in the variety of theoretical, methodological and disciplinary contributions. Put another way, fresh eyes have added new perspectives and understandings over time. As illustrated in Figure 3, however, the four images should not be understood as merely relating to specific time periods, but rather as built up by representative fragments (or pixels), added along the way, which together form the basis for how projectification is understood today. Through each stage, the scope and number of pixels have grown, from projectification initially being acknowledged and studied solely as a structural trajectory in organizational restructuring, toward including studies of projectification more as a “cultural and discursive phenomenon,” using the vocabulary of Packendorff and Lindgren (2014).

It should be pointed out that the numbers in Figure 3 represent those publications that are representative of a sole image. In the second and third stages, there’s an increasing number of publications, which contribute to the understanding of more than only one image. In the second
stage, there are a total of 11 publications, and in the third stage, there are a total of 16 publications, which attempt to bring two or more images together. In the following sections, we will go further into each of the four images and provide examples of its contributing publications, or “pixels.” In doing so, we will cover the level of analysis represented, common research areas, potential “gaps” and consequences observed and common definitions when given.

3.2.1 Projectification as a managerial approach. The first image, projectification as a managerial approach, originates in the first stage, starting in 1995. Projectification is seen here as an organizational restructuring initiative to increase the prevalence of projects in organisations, where, for example, the consequences on processes, organizational learning, governance structures and the institutionalization of project operations in industry have been of interest. At least initially, it has been argued that these changes were driven by changes in the global competitive climate. The common level of analysis is the meso-level, which is also the level at which projectification was first observed (Midler, 1995). Examples of research that provides pixels to this image are Midler (1995), Bredin (2006), Engwall and Jerbrant (2001), Bergman et al. (2013), Fred (2014), Wenell et al. (2017), Maylor and Turkulainen (2019) and Auschra et al. (2019).

We can note from the review that several clusters within this image, where there is a higher density of pixels, have developed over the years. This does not necessarily indicate that the projectification practices in these areas are the most intense or have some specifically unique features. This may simply be a consequence of researchers following already trodden paths or having easier access to specific contexts. Still, the identified clusters have a sectoral nature in the focus on public organisations, health service units, universities and research organisations, as well as non-governmental and business organisations. In the public sector, research concerns change in terms of how public organizations operate and deliver public services in the form of an increased number of projects as a response to New Public Management reforms (Abrahamsson and Agevall, 2010; Fred, 2018; Fred and Hall, 2017; Waring and Thomas, 2010). Similarly, in the case of higher education and healthcare, research focuses on the consequences of changing the organizational structures of universities (Fowler et al., 2015; Ylijoki, 2016; Baur et al., 2018; Dollinger, 2020) and

Figure 3. Four images of projectification evolving over time
medical units (Glasdam et al., 2015; Meinert and Whyte, 2014). Projectification is also subject to analysis in sectors with a high degree of project maturity, such as automotive and telecommunications (Bergman et al., 2013; Henning and Wald, 2019). Within this image, projectification is also studied as the pervasiveness of projects as the basic form of implementation of activities in the nongovernmental sector (Baker, 2014). A more recent research cluster is studies of projectification of/in transnational and global organisations (see, e.g. Büttner and Leopold, 2016; Godenhjelm et al., 2015; Jalocha et al., 2019).

With regard to the level of analysis, the organizational or meso-level is the focal point. Arvidsson (2009), for example, stated that in projectified organizational structures, the specific challenges are tensions related to managerial action of various kinds. Bredin and Söderlund (2006) analyzed the implications of project intensification on the HRM practice of the firms. Midler (2019) presented the importance of the organization's projectification characteristics as an important vector for successfully implementing the firms' internationalization strategies. Maylor and Turkulainen (2019) provided illustrations and a warning concerning the assumptions that are made as an organization advance in its projectification. Successively, Wald et al. (2015) noted that projectification leads to a change in the predominant logic of coordination and control.

When it comes to consequences of projectification within this image, some studies (e.g. Bogacz-Wojtantowska and Jalocha, 2016; Henning and Wald, 2019) have underlined the negative impact on organizations (e.g. in some sectors increasing projectification reduces innovativeness, which may lead to fewer jobs or decrease in income, projectification invites also excessive bureaucracy in organizations). However, these are in the minority and usually also consider the positive effects, while critically evaluating them. Definitions of projectification vary, but clearly adhere to the notion that projectification is a matter of organizational restructuring initiatives toward organizing by projects. Although Midler (1995) is almost always cited, it contains no precise definition of projectification. At the same time, the whole study can be seen as a way to define projectification in terms of how it analyzes a process of organizational transformation (Aubry and Lenfle, 2012). Bredin and Söderlund (2011) also provided a descriptive definition when interpreting Midler’s (1995) work. They wrote: “Projectification [according to Midler, can be defined as] a change of the organizational structure, slowly moving the firm into putting more emphasis on the project dimension of the organizational structure, from strong functional units where projects have played a subordinate role, to projects playing at center stage with functional units acting as labor pools” (Bredin and Söderlund, 2011, p. 9). Similarly, Maylor et al. (2006) defined projectification as “a change in organizational and governance structure to increase the primacy of the processes of projects within a central organization and its supply networks”; Kuura (2011, p. 118) defined it as “a general development process in which firms to a greater extent focus their operations on projects, project management, and various types of project-like structures”; and Bredin and Söderlund (2011, p. 9) as “a move from repetitive production to nonroutine work processes and the use of temporary projects”. Most of the definitions of projectification, up until 2012, follow the same pattern of making the organization the focal point. The prevailing focus on organizations has previously been acknowledged and also criticized. For example, Packendorff and Lindgren (2014, p. 10) termed the interest in organizational projectification “a narrow view” on projectification.

Thus, research that contributes to this image has focused mainly on inter-organizational predicaments and has left intraorganizational issues related to projectification aside. Questions such as how projectification might influence the processes of cooperation, collaboration and coopetition among organizations would benefit from further investigation, as would questions related to redistribution of power. For example, how might projectified organizations stimulate (or force) projectification processes in other organizations?

3.2.2 Projectification as a societal trend. In the second image, projectification as a societal trend, projectification is acknowledged as a long-term result of the embeddedness of project
practices in social structures. The analysis is centered on the macro-level and indicates an interest in the outcomes and consequences of projectification on parts of the society or on society at large. At its core, this image is still tightly linked to the micro- and meso-level changes of organizing by projects, but takes a much broader scope than the first image on impact and consequences.

Studies within this image have also studied projectification in a wide variety of contexts. Examples include the role of projectification when it comes to ways to combat epidemics (Glasdam et al., 2015; Meinert and Whyte, 2014), projectification of public policies (Bailey and Hodgson, 2019; Jensen et al., 2017; Mukhtar-Landgren and Fred, 2019; Ojehag-Pettersson, 2017), the projectified method of distributing funds for research (Baur et al., 2018; Fowler et al., 2015; Brajdić Vuković et al., 2020) and international aid (Baker, 2014; Hubmann, 2021).

However, there are also new and emerging research areas in which the causes and effects of projectification processes are considered, such as ecology (Hodge and Adams, 2016), entrepreneurship (Auschra et al., 2019) and sustainable development (Cerne and Jansson, 2019; Ćwikła et al., 2020). This broader view on projectification allows for an understanding of both the complexity of the phenomenon and its consequences for the development of society at large. Descriptions of the effects of projectification on social structures can be found in the literature that discusses changes to the way work is performed. Projectification is seen here as part of a larger trend transforming society and the way people live and work on a global scale. The work of Boltanski and Chiapello (2005) seems to be particularly important and inspiring for the understanding of social changes influenced by projectification. The authors pointed out how the project form of organizing corresponds to the great neoliberal changes taking place on a global scale, when the world is viewed as a network. Boltanski and Chiapello (2005) stated that the “new spirit of capitalism” is based on the assumptions of the projective city, so projectification changes global social structures, not only organizations or individuals.

The consequences of projectification on a societal or macro-level, which is what this image reflects, were analyzed in a comprehensive way by Jensen (2012) and Lundin et al. (2015) based on the idea of a project society and the criticality of projects for strategic development in our societies. Others, such as Žarković et al. (2014), have also suggested that society will have to accept that certain projects may cause a different distribution of capital and changes in the current power hierarchy. Meinert and Whyte (2014) and Whyte et al. (2013) noted that a projectified way of responding to epidemics such as AIDS may have far-reaching social consequences related to, inter alia, the temporariness of project activities. In turn, Szántó (2016), referring to the attempts to remedy society after a devastating war in Sierra Leone, one of the poorest countries in the world, drew attention to the omnipresence of short-term projects. According to Szántó (2016), the project society, resulting from the projectification of aid activities, causes difficulties in the process of real improvement of the situation in the country.

Within this image, projectification is primarily “defined” by giving descriptions. For example, Karlbom Gustavsson and Hallin (2015, p. 5) described projectification as “a response to larger societal and cultural processes that are habitual, legitimate and performative”. Packendorff and Lindgren (2014) argued for taking a “broad view” and to theorize projectification as a cultural and discursive phenomenon, and by that, moving the attention from only organizational processes and structures toward consequences for individuals, industrial networks and society. Other authors have followed the suggestion of Packendorff and Lindgren (2014) to take a broad view. One such example is Kalff (2017, p. 18), who argued that projectification “describes a tendency whereby individual life, as well as the economic activity of firms and organizations, is subjected to ongoing transformations”. Munck af Rosenschöld (2019, p. 335) might have provided the clearest attempt to define what such a view entails when he stated that projectification can be conceptualized as “a process or development toward greater social, cultural, and political importance of projects.”
There are several openings to further research within this image. Following some of the previous contributors, inquiries into what drives projectification on a macro-level would benefit from further investigation. For example, what influences the projectification of whole countries and regions and how; and how can the relationship between projectification and globalization be understood? Or the role of measurability and accountability for, or in, this development. Moreover, questions related to societal changes might also benefit from further investigation. For example, what are the implications for public policies implementation on the macro-scale, when public policies become projectified, and what social changes does the process of societal projectification induce?

3.2.3 Projectification as a human state. The third identified image, projectification as a human state, is built on ideas that reflect micro-level projectification. Researchers contributing to this image of projectification show an interest in the consequences of projectification on humans, such as changes in work relations and/or private life due to increased participation in project work. In essence, the micro-level is centered on the role and identity of the individual, in the project (or projectified) organizations and society. Research adding pixels to this image often refers to projectification in terms of personal or individual projectification, or discusses the actions of the individuals involved in project-based work. Some examples of research that have engaged is such type of research are Ekstedt (2009), Jensen (2012), Packendorff and Lindgren (2014), Cicmil et al. (2016), Jensen, et al. (2016, 2017), Kalff (2017), Ballesteros-Sánchez et al. (2019), Lunkka et al. (2019) and Berglund et al. (2020).

The main unit of analysis is naturally the individual or a small group (including professional groups, such as scientists or artists), experiencing struggles and difficulties associated with being part of the projectified world. Projectification as a human state implies a departure from the repetitive action to work on unique projects, the need to be in constant communication with stakeholders and the willingness to work extra hours, in matrix structures, often sacrificing work-life balance. Regardless of the industry or geographic location of the studied individuals, they experience quite similar, most often negative, effects of projectification. Thus, researchers tend to focus on the negative impact of projectification, rather than its potential positive effects. The negative consequences of projectification in relation to disadvantaged or vulnerable groups, such as patients, immigrants or precarious workers, are particularly highlighted. Consequently, the image of projectification as a human state stands in stark contrast to the acknowledged consequences in the image of projectification as a managerial approach (e.g. Henning and Wald (2019), who show the positive impact of projectification on companies and other organizations).

In the image of projectification as a human state, we can also notice theoretical inspirations that have their source beyond mainstream project management and management theory, especially in psychology. Considerations about the well-being of individuals involved in projects and the consequences of these activities draw attention to the psychological and health aspects of project work. As research suggests, one factor that contributes to negative individual projectification is the technocratization of organizing. In projectified organizations, individuals become immersed in the process and lose their ability to challenge it or engage in a debate over their situation (Waring and Tomas, 2010). Cicmil et al. (2016) suggested that project discourses may have more far-reaching existential consequences for project workers. According to the mentioned authors, projectification “can create conditions that are hard to cope with, hard to justify, hard to control—despite the grand promise of project management to deliver the reasonable, the rational and the controllable” (Cicmil et al., 2016 p. 59). On the other hand, Waring and Tomas (2010) stated that “micro emancipation” from projectification is still possible, where emancipation refers to the process through which individuals free themselves from oppressive conditions.

As mentioned, the literature contributing to this image has devoted a lot of attention to the negative consequences on individuals. Ekstedt (2009) wrote that, as a result of this trend, the risk
(e.g. in relation to the revenues gained) may be transferred from companies to the individuals. Kalff (2017) noted that project management regulates individual labour efforts. The (negative) consequences of projectification for scientists (e.g. Ylijoki, 2016; Baur et al., 2018), teachers (Dollinger, 2020), artists (Szreder, 2015), as well as workers in general (Packendorff and Lindgren, 2014; Cicmil et al., 2016) are also highlighted and discussed. Analyzing the impact of projects directed at emigrants, Abrahamsson and Agevall (2010, pp. 204–205) described the “disappointment and frustration among the project participants”, who experience “feelings of powerlessness”. Baur et al. (2018) noted that the time frameworks within which research projects are implemented make it difficult to follow the unexpected research results and research becomes more output-oriented. Cicmil et al. (2016, p. 59) suggested that “project discourses may have more far-reaching existential consequences for project workers”, and furthermore that projectification of work life may contribute to people declining in their senses of progress, hope and personal worthiness. Based on their research conducted in Norway, Myrmæl and Alfredsen (2018, p. 131) indicated that project workers experience “sleeping difficulties and are subject to negative mental stress”. Exploring other “dark sides of projectification,” Brathen and Ommundsen (2018) have studied the connection between project work exposure and employees’ well-being. Other authors further refer to the negative consequences of projectification, such as inequality, career insecurity and unemployment (e.g. Brunila, 2011; Sage, 2016).

When it comes to definitions, this image also suffers from a lack of distinctiveness. Researchers often provide descriptions but rarely definitions, suggesting that projectification is related to, for example, the adaptation of professional project tools to private life, but also to a more general way of being a part of the project society. However, Jensen et al. (2016) suggested that there should be a new way of understanding projects and their role in society where projects are acknowledged as a human condition. Cicmil et al. (2016, p. 59) suggested that projectification is “a complex ethical problem with consequences for long-term sustainability of organizations and society and it may expose workers, individually and collectively, to vulnerable situations”. They argued that exposure to projectification processes leads individuals to, inter alia, “dependence on great expectations, follies and sensations; commitment to blank sheets, fresh starts and ‘professional’ performance, internalisation of honour/shame and personal worthiness, exhaustion, finiteness and the end of resilience” (Cicmil et al., 2016, p. 61).

Despite the many important pixels that have been recently added to this image, many relevant micro-level inquiries remain to further pursue. Interestingly, the potential positive effects of projectification on individuals have been overlooked, and the gender or social dimensions of projectification have generally not been covered. It would be relevant to explore questions such as how projectification affects the social situations of women and men and how (or if) projectification leads to the greater professional emancipation of women. Furthermore, issues related to projectification and lifelong learning are also largely uncovered. For example, how might projectification impact lifelong learning processes of individuals when projects are used as the main method of learning at all levels of education and how might individuals’ competence development and learning be affected by increased projectification?

3.2.4 Projectification as a philosophical issue. In the fourth and final image, projectification as a philosophical issue, projectification is seen as a metaphysical shift in the perception of time, space and work, where the project semantics have become so pervasive that it, unreflected upon and often unnoticed, creeps into our daily vocabulary, our culture and our everyday lives. Referring to Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of habitus (Bourdieu, 1977), projectification imperceptibly becomes a kind of meta-habitus. Reflecting this image, in a project society a social group is born whose common background is not social class, religion or nationality, but the project. Individuals are being socialized to project culture and projects become anchored in the body or daily practices of individuals, groups, societies and nations. Examples of works within this image are Jensen (2012), Packendorff and Lindgren (2014), Jensen et al. (2016) and Barondeau and Hobbs (2019).
In the image of *projectification as a philosophical issue*, researchers have made the first attempts to define the ontological foundations of projectification by showing how certain properties of a projectified reality translate into the nature of social reality. Thus, projectification is fundamentally a socially changing phenomenon with complex consequences. The emergent challenges of projectification, which have so far been understood primarily from a strictly technical, organizational or social perspective, are captured using a philosophical apparatus. Jensen (2012) noted that the task-based method of implementing project work is no longer just an organizational form, but also determines the ways of shaping cooperation and social relations. Jensen stated that, in the project society, basic variables (space, time, acting and connectivity) have changed and affect not only organizations but, most of all, human life. To outline the ontological assumptions of projectification, Jensen (2012, p. 126) used the concepts of disciplinary and project society, arguing that “the twentieth century witnessed how the project society was slowly leaking out from the chinks of the disciplinary society.”

Jensen developed this idea further with Thuesen and Geraldi in a work on *projectification of everything*, where projects are understood as human condition (Jensen et al., 2016). In an attempt to define the project society and its ontological foundations, the authors drew the distinction between disciplinary and project societies, noting that in a disciplinary society, forms of activity such as work and personal life were undertaken in specific places in space. In a project society, because projects can be implemented anywhere, the boundaries between what is individual and what is collective, private and public, work and free time, are constantly violated. Packendorff and Lindgren (2014, p. 13), making a cross-sectional analysis of the consequences of projectification, also paid attention to the following emerging areas, which may be analyzed from the philosophical point of view: “(re-)masculinisation of post-bureaucratic work practices […] the performative notion of project management as creeping into established professional identities […] construction of new power relations in the wake of standardisation and professional certification initiatives”. Others have discussed the changes in the perception and conceptualization of time, which is perceived as limited, allocated, measurable and often equated to numerical values, described as a projectified timescape (e.g. Dollinger, 2020; Ylijoki, 2016).

At the meta-level, where this image is slowly emerging, projectification has a rather negative connotation. Some researchers have underlined that the reality of the projectified world seems to be a dangerous dystopia, a materialized nightmare of projectification of everything (Sköryzriska, 2018). Following in the footsteps of these initial attempts to understand projectification from a philosophical standpoint, there still seems to be plenty of room for further inquiry of what projectification is, what its boundaries are and how it is to be understood at large. For example, with projectification being acknowledged as a process of institutionalization and change on various levels, what is the outcome beyond the observed consequences? Who benefits from projectification? And how does projectification influence our timescape in the long term?

### 3.3 Toward a multilevel conceptualization of projectification

As outlined, each of the four above-presented images constitutes an important and prevalent perspective on the current state of projectification research. Combined, the images also constitute a synthesis along the line with the purpose of an integrative literature review (Torraco, 2005) and thus a new framework to build on when developing projectification research in the future.

The four *images* reflect the diversity in scholarly backgrounds and various contributions to date. In the summary table (Table 3), we highlight and juxtapose some of the core characteristics of each image in terms of prevalent view, main level of analysis and perceived value and acknowledged consequences.
Moving toward a multilevel interpretation, the four images can be seen metaphorically as a
spatial sculpture where the understanding and interpretation of what projectification is and
what its consequences are change depending on the perspective and level of analysis taken.
An example of such a spatial sculpture is the statue of Świętowit, which, according to west
Slavic mythology, is a four-headed god of fertility and war. His four heads, each looking in a
separate direction, symbolize the four directions of the compass and thus the ability to take a
broader perspective.

Similar to the symbolism of Świętowit, this review intends to provide a broad take on
projectification research through the four images. The notion behind such an approach is
that projectification today is not just one of these images, but all of them. Each image
represents one direction, or part of contemporary understanding, the complexity and
existing views of projectification. Holistically, as a spatial sculpture and with all the four
images considered simultaneously, projectification can be defined as the institutionalization of projects in society, in terms of the process where projects become embedded within all levels and areas of society through belief, norms, values, structures and modes of behavior. As shown through the review, this institutionalization process is penetrating our present world and also influences how we perceive it. In comparison to earlier works that have provided important contributions to the understanding of projectification, this paper adds another piece to the puzzle. The presented four images of projectification, for example, develop the idea of narrow and broad conceptualizations (Packendorff and Lindgren, 2014), it adds to the discussion on organizational projectification in its context (Maylor and Turkulainen, 2019) and can be seen as a direct response to the call for multilevel perspectives on projectification (Schoper and Ingason, 2019).

4. Conclusions
The starting point for this review was to give an overview of the development and current state of projectification research. In the introduction we asked: How has projectification been understood and defined over time, what has been the trajectory of the development and what are the main trends and emerging ideas?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Prevalent view on projectification</th>
<th>Main level of analysis</th>
<th>Inherent value and consequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Projectification as a</td>
<td>An organizational restructuring initiative to increase the prevalence of projects in organizations</td>
<td>Meso</td>
<td>Projectification is acknowledged as mainly a positive phenomenon, and enables adaptability and collective learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>managerial approach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projectification as a</td>
<td>The long-term result of the embeddedness of project practices in culture and societal structures</td>
<td>Macro</td>
<td>Projectification is an unavoidable trend with both negative and positive consequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>societal trend</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projectification as a</td>
<td>The implications of the reinforcement of the project discourse on humans</td>
<td>Micro and Macro</td>
<td>Projectification is largely described as an oppressive discourse with far-reaching negative consequences for project workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>human state</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projectification as a</td>
<td>A metaphysical shift in the perception of time, space and work</td>
<td>Macro and Meta</td>
<td>Projectification is described as a fundamentally socially changing phenomenon with complex consequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>philosophical issue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Characteristics of the four images of projectification

Moving toward a multilevel interpretation, the four images can be seen metaphorically as a
spatial sculpture where the understanding and interpretation of what projectification is and
what its consequences are change depending on the perspective and level of analysis taken.
It can be concluded from the initial part of the review that research on projectification has grown steadily over the last 25 years. This growth manifests itself in different ways. It has led to an increased variety of research areas, inquiries moving from being purely qualitative toward including quantitative means, an emerging interest in the use of theory and a broadening of disciplinary interests. An important observation in this regard is that more publications are now produced outside of the traditional Management and Project management disciplines than within. Additionally, we can conclude that the level of analysis has grown from a case where projectification was solely acknowledged as a structural trajectory in organizational restructuring, toward viewing projectification as a fundamentally socially changing phenomenon with complex consequences. Unsurprisingly, it can be observed how definitions of projectification have followed a similar trajectory. Finally, we can conclude that there is a very high representation of Nordic authors and a striking lack of studies from outside Europe. However, we would claim that this observation is more a reflection of researchers’ interests, schools of thought and ability to access data than a reflection of where and how the phenomenon of projectification has developed.

Beyond these descriptive observations, we have outlined and discussed four images of projectification – projectification as a managerial approach, projectification as a societal trend, projectification as a human state and projectification as a philosophical issue – where each image represents a special take on projectification with some prevalent characteristics. These characteristics emphasize some common features of each of the images, but also imply that the way projectification is understood changes depending on the paradigmatic perspective taken by the researcher, the time and place in which the observation was made and the level of observation. As highlighted when outlining this conceptualization, projectification as a phenomenon is characterized by a kind of fluidity and amorphism; the phenomenon has no clear boundaries and “cascades” throughout society with varying consequences, both good and bad (Jalocha, 2019). It is clear that researchers over the years have learned more and more about projectification and adopted more varied research approaches. However, the spatial “sculpture” of projectification remains somewhat blurry and would benefit from further attention.

4.1 Roads forward
Enriching (or clarifying) the notion of projectification can be done in at least three different ways. The first is by adding more “pixels” (i.e. publications) to each image, thereby providing higher resolution, more color and depth. Second, by bridging or connecting the images to create a more encompassing and coherent “sculpture” (i.e. covering more than one level of research). Third, by developing and adding totally new images in terms of perspectives and approaches. From the review, we find that all three roads forward are feasible.

The first is in terms of increasing the resolution by adding missing “pixels.” Adding pixels, or filling gaps, is a common way to move research forward, even if it should be noted that not all gaps necessarily have to be filled (Billsberry, 2013). Readers will note how, with each image, we have identified a number of “gaps” and suggestions for future research. Rather than repeating all of those here, we will mention a few in general.

It became clear in the review that research is skewed toward qualitative inquiries. Studying projectification from either a mixed-methods approach or further the initial attempts to quantify projectification (see, e.g. Schoper et al., 2018; Wald et al., 2015; Ingason et al., 2019) has clear potentials. Quantitative means would make it possible to further the discussion on projectification development, degree of projectification and projectification maturity (see, e.g. Müller et al., 2016; Skeibrok and Svensson, 2016). It is also possible to increase the resolution by exploring and deepening research that has just started. As mentioned, there is little research...
from an emancipatory-, feminist- or postcolonial perspective that could help explain the complexity and multidimensionality of the phenomena.

The second road forward involves bridging and connecting the images. In this respect, interdisciplinary studies, drawing from several of the represented areas, could clearly be a way forward. Combinations of various research disciplines might enable researchers to understand how projectification spreads between different parts of society and the consequences thereof. Moreover, such an approach would open up for multinational research, including comparative studies of projectification between industries and/or nations. This would preferably include non-European countries, given the relative lack of such studies.

The reviewed literature is full of novel ideas and concepts. Among the new ideas discussed, a few could be of particular relevance to explore further. These concepts include “agents of projectification” (Fred, 2018), “deprojectification” (Lundin, 2012), “over-projectification” (Lundin, 2016), “Post-Project Society” (Lundin, 2016), “project class” (Kováč and Kučerova, 2006), “projectification of everything” (Jensen et al., 2016), “projectified self” (Kalff, 2017), “projectariat” (Baker, 2014), “vulnerability and resistance” (Cicmil et al., 2016) and “projects as human condition” (Jensen et al., 2016). Most of these are not easily mapped to one specific image; instead, they already serve as small bridges between the images or constitute embryos of such bridges. Particularly novel are some of the concepts that address projectification on the meta-level (e.g. “projects as human condition,” “projectification of everything” and “over-projectification”). As mentioned, the omnipresence of projectification and its impact on people and society also prompt reflection on the ethical consequences. Research into ethics in the context of entanglement in the project society seems to be very much needed.

The third road refers to adding totally new images, of which there might be several. From the review there are also some indications of an additional image related to, for example, the long-term consequences of projectification and the (or a) idea of a world that is (or becoming) too projectified and/or becoming less projectified. Some of the emerging ideas seem to represent counter reactions to projectification as it is understood today; see, for example, the notions of “deprojectification” (Lundin, 2012) and “post-project society” (Lundin, 2016). What we might see in these ideas is an embryo of yet another image of (de)projectification as a trend, or counter-reaction, where projectification is understood as a phenomenon that comes and goes based on other macro processes and movements such as globalization and geopolitical changes.

On a final note, it is clear that the seminal paper by Midler, published over 25 years ago, is a cornerstone in the project literature. From the review, however, it is clear that the legacy has reached far beyond this. As illustrated by the four images, the notion of projectification has over the years inspired and been adopted by researchers who represent many other scientific disciplines, where the concept clearly has contributed with new colors and insights.

Notes
1. The results were first published in 1993, but only in French, in the book “L’auto qui n’existait pas” (Midler, 1993; Aubry and Lenfle, 2012).
2. The French book “L’auto qui n’existait pas,” constitutes the basis for the seminal paper.
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